For Networks & Merchants

Who we are
Looking for
examples of
the kind of
commercerelated content
our publishers
produce?

Our technology helps publishers such as BuzzFeed, Condé Nast, Gizmodo Media, Hearst and The
Huffington Post earn revenue and gain insights from their commerce-related content while providing
exposure and incremental sales for merchants.

What we do
We’ve created an environment that encourages quality publishers to write about brands and their products
more often. Our core technology enables publishers to simply include organic, direct product URLs within
their content that Skimlinks affiliates on-click, allowing publishers to focus on what they do best – creating
quality content and fostering communities – while we help them make money from their content.

Check out
comtent.com
for the best
commercerelated content
from around
the web.

Our dedicated Publisher Development Team fosters close relationships with our publishers to educate
them on how to make the most from affiliate marketing, including providing best practices around
creating shoppable content and helping uncover invaluable insights about their readers to inform
their monetization strategy.
We also provide a platform for publishers and merchants in the Skimlinks network to discuss increasing
exposure and commissions, and provide detailed, aggregated analytics regarding consumers’
purchasing practices.
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Our publishers
Skimlinks’ network is made up of a variety of publisher types including premium editorial and news sites,
blogs and online communities, as well as coupon/voucher sites, social shopping sites and a handful of
downloadable software applications that have been extensively vetted for compliance. Our outbound
publisher recruitment efforts are focused on premium editorial publishers.

Some of the publishers we currently work with:

$750m

In 2016 our network drove $750 million in
e-commerce transactions.
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Approvals and Network Quality

Advertisers

Skimlinks is committed to network quality and
enforces a stringent publisher approval process,
rejecting approximately 60% of applicants as
unsuitable. As part of our approval process every
publisher is manually reviewed to ensure that a
publisher’s content is of high quality and
appropriate for advertisers.

Integrated with more than 20,000 merchants across 50 networks, some of the world’s biggest
brands work with Skimlinks:

>> Proactive monitoring and blacklisting:
Once approved, publishers are monitored
to ensure any suspicious activity is identified
and followed up on. When requested by our
affiliate network partners we proactively prevent
publishers who have been removed from their
merchant programs from joining Skimlinks. We
also remove domains on request.
>> Transparency: Skimlinks includes referring URLs
as part of the redirects that it generates and some
networks are capable of capturing this information
in order to understand where traffic is originating.
We can also provide traffic reports upon request.

Personalized Preferences

SEO

We know that some advertisers are brand sensitive
and don’t wish to work with certain publisher
types such as coupon sites or downloadable
software applications. We can accommodate such
requirements on request - just get in touch with our
Merchant Team via phone or email.

We support commerce-related content by
encouraging our publishers to post organic direct
product URLs in their content where appropriate.
The resulting content matches the guidelines set by
major search engines like Google who clearly state
that unique, relevant content that provides value to
visitors will rank well in search results. See Google’s
Webmaster guidelines for details.
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For Skimlinks, the relationships that we have with our affiliate
network and advertiser partners are paramount. With more
than 50 affiliate network partnerships, we are committed
to maintaining positive relationships and working together
to resolve any issues/concerns that may arise. If you have
any additional questions feel free to contact the Skimlinks
Merchant Team at: merchants@skimlinks.com
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